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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which four of the following bit values are used for bits 5-7 of
the DSCP field to select AF PHB? (Choose four.)
A. 0
B. 010
C. 001
D. 1
E. 011
F. 000
Answer: A,B,C,E
Explanation:
Assured Forwarding RFC 2597 defines the assured forwarding (AF)
PHB and describes it as a means for a provider DS domain to
offer different levels of forwarding assurances for IP packets
received from a customer DS domain. The Assured Forwarding PHB
guarantees a certain amount of bandwidth to an AF class and
allows access to extra bandwidth, if available. There are four
AF classes, AF1x through AF4x. Within each class, there are
three drop probabilities. Depending on a given network's
policy, packets can be selected for a PHB based on required
throughput, delay, jitter, loss or according to priority of

access to network services. Classes 1 to 4 are referred to as
AF classes. The following table illustrates the DSCP coding for
specifying the AF class with the probability. Bits DS5, DS4 and
DS3 define the class; bits DS2 and DS1 specify the drop
probability; bit DS0 is always zero.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given:
A. res = stuff.equals ("TV") ? "Walter" else stuff.equals
("Movie")? "White" : "No Result";
B. res = stuff.equals ("TV")? "Walter" : stuff.equals
("Movie")? "White" : "No Result";
C. res = stuff.equals ("TV") ? stuff.equals ("Movie")? "Walter"
: "White" : "No Result";
D. stuff.equals ("TV") ? res= "Walter" : stuff.equals ("Movie")
? res = "White" : res = "No Result";
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the value of statement coverage achieved by test case 1
from test set A? 2 credits [K3]
Number of correct answers: 1
A. ? 78% (22/28)
B. ? 85% (24/28)
C. ? 75% (21/28)
D. ? 90% (25/28)
Answer: C
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